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Robert W

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first full-size hi capacity pistol. I bought it with no research just because I am a Remington fan. I heard and read later that it was a jam a matic! Well Remington must have heard too and fixed the problems! I had zero problems and I fired over 400 rounds through it! I bought 2 additional magazines and carried it for several months until I switched to 1911’s my favorite semi auto pistols. I sold it to my Pastor for what I had in it and he loves it too zero problems. Buds as always perfect and quick. 











Taren B

on
02/26/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordering and receiving firearm was safe, secure and very efficient. Amazing firearm even though it is a little big but fires very smoothly. 18rounds is nice to have as well. 











Harold L

on
07/06/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Put a few boxes of ammo through it over the Independence day weekend and really liked how it shot. No failures yet shooting rem ammo through it. Feels good, real good in the hand, for myself anyways. I like the weight of it, not insubstantial, you know you are holding some steel. 18 rd mags yeah buddy. Seemed plenty accurate, looking forward to putting more rounds through it. And the price was great. 











Jeffrey G

on
07/03/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










nice easy quick what can you say but smooth 











Kenneth S

on
06/23/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ok I saw the bad ink on this gun. I wanted to check it out myself. I wasn't sure what to make of it when it arrived. I have seen a few un boxing's. This one was wrapped in plastic (not from Remington) and was very oily. I don't know why that happened, but once I cleaned it up it looked great. Unlike some YouTube "experts", I read the manual, it states there is only slide lock. Mine worked fine, left or right. I took it out to the range and shot 300 rounds. All full clips every time. Only hiccup, the last round (124gr FMJ) shell hung up on eject. Just pulled slide it came out no problem. It emptied full clips as fast as I could fill them, and only the one snag. It cleaned up great.
To sum up performance I liked the feel. It shot accurate, it was very controllable. No real issues to report. It is big so small hands might not fit so well. There is NO safety besides the trigger.
I like it, glad I bought it, would recommend it, would buy it again if replacing.
If you have some other favorite go get one, I like mine 











Ventress B

on
06/08/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Minimal recoil. Accurate and comfortable. Love my rp9. Oh yeah and light weight. 











John W

on
04/28/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I now have both the RP45 and RP9. The RP9 is my newest purchase. I like the feel and balance of the RP9. Both pistol feel good and are well balanced. 











Caleb M

on
03/13/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Alot of people have gave this gun bad reviews. But I will not be one of them. People complaint about jamming issues with different ammo. I'm here to correct that because mine has ate everything I've put through it and not one issue. It fits awesome in my hand others complain it is to big . Buy a gun for your small hands. It's very accurate and for the price to get a Remington is unmatched. Thanks Remington 











David L S

on
10/14/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Dry fire training confirmed that for a striker fired pistol my RP9's trigger is really good. The sights on my pistol were dead center at 10 yards. Field stripping the pistol is a bit easier than with my Glock which is very easy. The disassembly of the magazines is very easy too and the magazines are of superior quality. With my first trip to the range for live-fire I fired 20 magazines at targets at different ranges between seven and 20 yards. I have confirmed that the pistol is very accurate. I could point-shoot the pistol at seven yards resulting in great groups. The pistol is a natural pointer. The recoil with the +P cartridges was Cadillac smooth. Despite some reviewers fussing over the reset of the trigger I figured it out very quickly and half second double taps were not a problem after some practice. Out of the 360 shots fired there were four instances of a failure to go into battery. There were no other failures. The failure to go into battery only happened on one of the three manages that I own. The feed lips of this magazine seemed to be slightly curled too far down. I believe that an application of TW25B Teflon grease on the inside of the feed lips should resolve this issue until they get stretched out into a better position over time. This pistol is an excellent value at the price point. I an extremely happy with the purchase after the first live-fire training session. I will definitely be purchasing the RP45 in a few months after the holidays. 











Stephen P

on
07/13/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got the gun and fired 100 rounds of Winchester 115 grain fmj without any issues. For the price I would definitely recommend this gun it has a pretty good trigger and a nice grip. Was pretty accurate for me as well. No problems to report and the right side slide release works on this pistol. I had seen some YouTube reviews where it didn’t work on the right side but it works on mine. 











Stephen S

on
05/29/2019




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










A good pistol?
Yes, it is.
Despite some negative reviews I bought the RP9 after buying the RP45. Both guns initially had some feed issues. I polished the feed ramps a bit and cleaned and lubed the magazine's.
The RP45 was dead nuts on accuracy wise straight from the get go, but I did have to adjust the rear sight on the RP9.
Yes, the RP9 is a good firearm for the money. 











Randal H

on
02/19/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I really like these pistols. Very accurate and very reliable. Zero issues to report after approximately 400 rounds. I tried brass and Russian steel and it all fed fine. Feels real sturdy in the hand and low recoil. Pretty decent trigger too. It is definitely worth it at this price point. 











Douglas M

on
11/12/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










How'd. Well, this is about the 11th gun I have purchased from Bud' s. I have never had a bad experience in all my dealings. I use the layaway plan in about all my purchases that gives me time to collect the balance. Very happy with their customer support any time I have a question. I'll continue to shop and buy from Bud's until my wife puts her foot down. Thanks Bud's for your service and the variety of guns you provide. Doug 











Sean Q

on
09/23/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is a gem. I finally took it to the rang last Sunday and I couldn't be happier with the Rp9. I put 200 rds through it without a single issue. 2 types of hollow point, and 3 different brands of fmj. I only used 115 grn fmj. Thanks Buds! 











Dylan H

on
07/13/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent company Cheap prices Fast shipping Convenient choice of ffl to ship to Have not had a chance to shoot the gun but the ffl said there high quality for the price so I have high hopes Will do business agian 











Jimmy B

on
04/22/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds Does It Again!!!!! This is a champ for a little above $300 bucks Remington is back folks. Me and my son took this bad ass to the range today and boy oh boy it shoots like my $600 guns. It will rock and roll also. Very accurate. No malfunctions. No Jams. No Stove Pipes. I rode it hard with 3 mags full and no problems. My new truck gun. Thank you Buds for another awesome gun. 











Ian Y

on
03/23/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As you already know, there are some negativity looming around this pistol. THEY ARE FALSE. I would assume the early batches may be faulty but I bought 2 of these bad boys in early February 2018, and they work flawlessly! Sure they may not be the prettiest pistols around, and Remington's rep may have gone down a bit, they that's not true in this case. Not the later manufactured ones at least. Ran about 100 rounds through each so far and they have worked without any issues. No FTF, FTE nor any jams. I'm a big fan of Hickok45. I watched the review he did on these guys and he didn't have any problems either. That's what encouraged me to get it in the first place. If Hickok says they're alright, that's good by me! As always, Buds has super awesome fast shipping and the best customer service any gun lover can ask for. Very pleased with my purchase. You will be too! 











Richard B

on
03/23/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Just returned from range with my new RP-9. Very nic.e looking,solid and I felt accur.ate. I did not clean gun well before going and out of 50rounds there were 15 fte,s going to take down and clean and lube and try again. I am hopeful that will correct problem and will advise you later. Smooth transaction as usual from Bud,s very happy with their service 











Nathan T

on
01/29/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great purshase! Buda was awesome, fast ship after ACH funds cleared. Remington has a bad wrap lately but this gun doesn’t match all the negativity. Easy to shoot, on target, great value for the money. Handled every round I put through it like a champ. Slide is heavy, but it’s makes for a smooth shooting a weapon. 











Joseph U

on
01/24/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have read controversial reviews and seen videos on YouTube talking about how unreliable and unpleasant this gun is. I also noted on the truth about guns that they gave it four stars. When I saw it was available for $330 with a $100 rebate I figured it was worth it, heck, I’ve paid that much for Tauruses. I was very pleased when I got it, it’s a well-made full-size gun, I don’t know what the whole stink is about the ambidextrous safety, I’m right-handed and could care less. However I saw one YouTube video that showed almost every other shot jamming. Well, I took the thing out of the box to my local range. Didn’t lubricate it, didn’t clean it, nothing. I ran 200 rounds of my own reloads through it. Every head stamp you can imagine from Sig to blazer, 115 grain copper plated round nose bullets and I had no problems. No misfires, no stove pipes, no failures to feed no failure to eject. Magazines drop free, I thought it had a palpable and audible very good reset and a good if not great trigger and it was very accurate. For 300 bucks it’s a no-brainer. 











Billy M

on
01/11/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a great gun! You just can't beat it for the price. I am by no means a pro but I've had guns all my life and I trust my eyes and hands! I don't know why certain people speak so negative about this gun. It's VERY solid and well built. The backstrap thing is awesome. Feels great! Great job Remington! 











Alan R

on
12/23/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Lovin’ this gun. Easy to disassemble and reassemble. Great trigger. 300+ rounds through it so far with nary a hiccup. Accuracy excellent. 











Jeffery W

on
11/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As always, Buds was great to do business with. Great price, Fast Shipping. 1000000% the best source for all my firearm purchases. 











William J

on
11/28/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received the firearm just as described. Shipping was prompt. Buying through Buds was simple. I will be back! 











Theodore V

on
11/19/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Dealing with Bud's Guns was a painless perfection as always. The Gun, another matter. I think the biggest problem with the Remington RP9 is that it is made to very tight tolerances, and needed to be broken in. Mine initially shot 12-16" low @ 100 ft, with a reload that is usually clay pigeon rated. After about 200 breaking rounds, i developed a rather hotter load for it, using a nice JHP, which oddly enough, needed a very specific "Over All Length" (OAL) to be accurate. Have now drifted the sights slightly right, and clay pigeons are probably going to be too big of a target. Since there was a $100 rebate on this BIG Gun, i call it my $250 golf-ball Wonder-Buster. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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